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Abstract—The Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are a 
class of framework less self-sorting out systems comprising of 
cell phones speaking with each other over shared remote 
connections. Because of their particular elements of power, 
self-association, brisk organization and reconfiguration, 
MANETs hold awesome guarantees for some vital application 
situations, similar to calamity alleviation, war zone 
interchanges, and wide territory detecting, and are along these 
queues progressively turning into a basic segment for the 
people to come (5G) systems. To productively bolster these 
basic applications with stringent execution prerequisites, it is 
of awesome significance to altogether comprehend the key 
execution of such systems, similar to the Delivery delay and 
throughput limit. This paper concentrates on the execution 
investigations of an essential class of MANET's with 
eradication coding and packet excess (f-cast) i.e each coded 
packet at source node is transmitted to at most f unmistakable 
transfer nodes. This paper, gives a unicast Delivery delay 
study with deletion coding and packet excess. 

Keywords— Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET), Packet 
Delivery Delay, Packet Redundancy, Unicast. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A considerable measure of work has been devoted to the 
investigation of packet Delivery delay under unicast 
activity design by utilizing either eradication coding or 
packet repetition system in MANETs. It was initially 
exhibited through reenactment study in [1][2] that 
eradication coding method can decrease fluctuation of 
packet Delivery postpone and most pessimistic scenario 
delay in MANETs with sharp directing. By consolidating 
probabilistic routing and deletion coding, a novel directing 
protocol was proposed in [3] to enhance packet Delivery 
delay execution in deft MANETs. Hanbali et al. [4] built up 
a straightforward hypothetical model to break down 
postponement execution under two-bounce hand-off and 
eradication coding in an exceptionally basic system 
situation, where there is stand out source-destination pair 
and the source node has one and only single packet to be 
conveyed. Likewise, a straightforward coding method was 
considered [4], in which a solitary packet (message) is 
initially isolated into numerous pieces and these squares are 
then encoded into code hinders for transmission. Later, Liu 
et al. [5] extended the work in [4] to a more broad system 
situation with numerous source-destination sets. As of late, 

Chen et al. [6] attempted to consolidate deletion coding and 
packet excess systems for enhancing delay execution in 
exceptional MANETs, where obstruction among concurrent 
transmissions is ignored. Additionally, just reenactment 
results are given in [6] to execution assessment. 

Applying packet excess strategy for the investigation of 
packet Delivery delay in MANETs has been investigated 
under different portability models, as under the i.i.d. 
versatility model in [7], under the Brownian portability in 
[8], and additionally under the cross breed irregular walk 
model and discrete arbitrary heading model in [9]. Delay 
execution displaying under packet excess method has 
likewise been broadly concentrated as of late. The work 
[10][11][12] led delay demonstrating under a basic system 
situation, where stand out source-destination pair is 
accessible in the system. Later, Liu et al. [13][14] 
investigated delay displaying under more broad system 
situations with different source-destination sets. 

As of late, a ton of exploration endeavors have been 
dedicated to the investigation of packet Delivery delay 
embracing packet excess procedure in DTNs (delay tolerant 
systems), an exceptional class of meager MANETs where 
impedance among transmissions can be dismissed. 
Spyropoulos et al. [15] proposed a solitary period routing 
protocol (called splash and hold up) for the investigation of 
delay execution in DTNs, and Bulut et al. [16] augmented 
the protocol in [15] and further proposed a more broad 
multi-period showering protocol in DTNs. Panagakis et al. 
[10] built up a hypothetical system for delay displaying in 
DTNs with packet excess. The previously stated work on 
the investigation of packet Delivery delay in MANETs 
principally receives deletion coding and packet excess 
methods independently. Not the same as existing work, we 
propose a Markov tie based hypothetical model to 
scientifically concentrate on packet Delivery execution in 
MANETs with a mix of deletion coding and packet excess, 
which has an adaptable exchange off between packet 
Delivery delay packet directing. It is remarkable that the 
general routing protocol covers accessible and delay change. 
Here, we embrace a general two-bounce transfer routing 
protocol for directing protocols with immaculate 
eradication coding , e.g., [17][18], or unadulterated packet 
excess, e.g., [7][19], as extraordinary cases. 
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II. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS 

Packet Delivery delay in MANETs is basic to bolster 
unicast-escalated applications in such systems. To think 
about the packet Delivery delay in MANTEs with deletion 
coding and packet repetition, this part proposes a discrete 
time multi-dimensional Markov affix model to dequeueate 
the packet Delivery process under a general directing 
protocol embraced in our study, where a gathering of x 
packets at source node are initially encoded into g (x.r) 
encoded packets utilizing eradication coding, and each 
encoded packet is then conveyed to at most f particular 
transfer nodes, which is called f-cast hand-off here. Taking 
into account this Markov chain model, explanatory 
expressions are further inferred for the mean and change of 
packet Delivery delay. 

In this area, we first present the activity design, then 
presents a two-jump hand-off protocol with deletion coding 
and packet excess, lastly give the meaning of packet 
Delivery delay embraced in our study. 

 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of Erasure Coding with Replication 

Factor r ≥ 1 

A. Traffic Pattern 

We consider the generally utilized stage activity design 
[5][20][21], where every node is the wellspring of one 
stream and the destination of another stream. Here, one 
stream relates to one source-destination (S-D) pair. Without 
loss of all inclusive statement, we accept n source-
destination sets are as per the following: 1 → 2, • , i → i + 1, 
• , n → 1, where the destination of node i is node i + 1 , and 
the destination of node n is node 1. We expect that the 
aggregate number of bits that can be transmitted between a 
node pair is standardized as one packet for every time space. 
We facilitate accept that there are no requirements of nodes' 
cushion size and packet misfortune. 

B. Two Hop Relay Routing Algorithm with Erasure Coding 
and Packet Delivery 

To better comprehend the considered routing protocol, we 
first present eradication coding procedure. The fundamental 
thought of deletion coding with replication variable r ≥ 1 is 
appeared in Figure 1, where a coding gathering of x packets 
at source node are initially encoded into (g = r • x) parallel 
measured coded packets, and these x packets can then be 
decoded at destination node when x′ ≥ x particular coded 
packets are gotten [1].  

We utilize one straightforward sample here to dequeueate 
the fundamental encoding and translating forms in deletion 
coding. For a coding bunch (s1, s2, s3)T of three packets s1, 
s2 and s3, we encode them into six coded packets (c1, c2, • , 
c6)T with replication element r = 2 as 

(c1, c2, · · · , c6)
T = G· (s1, s2, s3)T          (1) 

here G is a 6-by-3 generator framework of the eradication 
coding. Assume that coded packets c2, c3 and c5 have been 
gotten at destination node, then we have 

(c2, c3, c5)T = G′ · (s1, s2, s3)T ,   (2) 
where G′is a 3-by-3 sub framework made out of the 2th, 3th 
and fifth columns of network G. In view of the property of 
G that a sub lattice made out of any of its 3 columns will be 
an invertible network [22], we realize that G′ is invertible. 
In this manner, the first packets s1, s2 and s3 can then be 
decoded as 

(s1, s2, s3)T = (G′)−1 · (c2, c3, c5)T   (3) 
Without loss of all inclusive statement, we concentrate 

on one source-destination pair with source node S and 
destination node D in our discourse. Figure 2 demonstrates 
the system of the directing protocol, including the 
procedures of eradication coding, packet Delivery and 
interpreting. For a predefined coding aggregate, the source 
node S first encodes x packets into different unmistakable 
coded packets, and after that S will disperse excess 
duplicates for each coded packet (e.g., coded packet P) to at 
most f particular transfer nodes, and these hand-off nodes 
(likewise source node S) will at long last convey each 
coded packet to the destination node D. In the wake of 
getting x particular coded packets of the coding bunch, D 
can at last decoded the packets bunch. To disentangle the 
investigation, we expect that every transfer node will 
convey at most one coded packet for a specific coding 
bunch. 

 
Figure 2: Illustration of the routing algorithm for a tagged source-

destination pair. (1) and (3) denote the encoding and decoding processes at 
S and D, respectively. (2) denotes the packet delivery process, where 1 
illustrates that S is transmitting coded packet P to D with the help of relay 
nodes; 2 illustrates that S is directly transmitting coded packet P∗ to D 
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Before introducing the routing algorithm, we first define 
the following terms. 

• New coded packet and non-new coded packet: A 
coded packet is known as another coded packet on the off 
chance that it has not been gotten yet by its destination; else, 
it is a non-new coded packet.  

• Utilized transfer node and unutilized hand-off 
node: A hand-off node is known as a used hand-off node of 
a predefined coding bunch on the off chance that it conveys 
another coded packet of the coding bunch; else, it is called 
an unutilized hand-off node.  

• Local-queue: S keeps up a nearby queue to store 
coded packets of the packets produced at S, which will be 
duplicated to transfer nodes later.  

• Backup-queue: S keeps up a reinforcement queue 
to store its coded packets whose f duplicates have been 
conveyed yet their gathering at D has not been affirmed yet.  

• Relay-queue: S (as a transfer node) additionally 
keeps up n − 2 hand-off queues for other n−2 source-
destination sets to store their coded packets (one queue for 
every source-destination pair). 

In view of above definitions, the considered directing 
protocol is abridged in Algorithm 1. Notice that in the 
above transfer to-destination transmission, node S goes 
about as a hand-off that advances coded packets to 
destinations for other n−2 source-destination sets. With 
respect to movement model in the directing protocol, there 
exist in complete n streams, each of which compares to one 
source-destination pair, subsequent to there are n versatile 
nodes in the system and every node is the wellspring of one 
stream and the destination of another stream. Every node 
can be a potential hand-off for other n − 2 streams (aside 
from the two streams began from and bound for itself). 

 
Algorithm 1: Routing Algorithm 
Encoding: Source S encodes a gathering of x packets into 

τ • x coded packets that are put away into its nearby queue.  
Delivery:  
Step 1: if S gets a transmission opportunity at once 

opening then  
Step 2: if D is inside the transmission scope of S then  
Step 3: S executes Procedure 1;  
Step 4: end  
Step 5: S chooses to perform source-to-transfer 

transmission or hand-off to-destination transmission with 
equivalent likelihood;  

Step 6: if S plans a source-to-transfer transmission then  
Step 7: S executes Procedure 2;  
Step 8: else if S plans a transfer to-destination then  
Step 9: S executes Procedure 3;  
Step 10: end if  
Step 11: end if  
Step 12: end if  
 
Disentangling: Destination D will decipher the gathering 

of x packets when it gets x unmistakable coded packets of 
the gathering; 

Procedure 1: Source to Destination Transmission 
1. S starts a handshake to check which coded packets of 

the coding bunch have been gotten by D.  

2. in the event that the head-of-queue coded packet Ph in 
neighborhood queue is another coded packet then  

3. S transmits Ph to D;  
4. else if there exists another coded packet holding up 

behind Ph in neighborhood queue then  
5. S transmits the coded packet to D;  
6. else if there exists another coded packet in 

reinforcement queue of S then  
7. S transmits the coded packet to D;  
8. end if  
S erases all the non-new coded packets in its nearby 

queue and reinforcement queue; 
It is prominent that with routing protocol, packets of a 

coding gathering are initially encoded together as encoded 
packets, so basically they are dispatched from S in the 
meantime furthermore they are gotten by D in the meantime 
(i.e., when x unmistakable coded packets are gotten). 
Accordingly, every packet of a coding bunch encounters the 
same Delivery delay characterized previously. 

 
Procedure 2: Source to Relay Transmission 
1. S arbitrarily chooses a node as transfer node R inside 

its transmission range;  
2. on the off chance that R is an unutilized hand-off node 

then  
3. S transmits a duplicate of head-of-queue coded packet 

Ph in its nearby queue to R;  
4. on the off chance that f duplicates of Ph have as of 

now been conveyed out then  
5. S puts Ph to the end of its reinforcement queue, and 

after that advances remaining coded packets in its nearby 
queue;  

6. end if  
7. else  
8. S keeps unmoving as of now opening;  
9. end if 
 
Procedure 3: Relay to Destination Transmission 
1. S haphazardly chooses a node as destination node V 

inside its transmission range;  
2. S starts a handshake to check which coded packets of 

the coding gather that V  is asking for have been gotten by 
V .  

3. on the off chance that there exists another coded 
packet of the coding bunch in its hand-off queue indicated 
for V then  

4. S transmits the coded packet to V ;  
5. else  
6. S keeps unmoving as of now opening;  
7. end if  
S erases all non-new coded packets bound for V from its 

transfer queue. 

C. Performance Metrics 

Delivery Delay: For a predetermined coding assemble, 
the Delivery postponement of a packet in it is characterized 
as the time term beginning from the time space when source 
S begins to recreate the initially coded packet of the 
gathering to the time opening when destination D has 
gotten x unmistakable coded packets of the gathering. 
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III. MARKOV CHAIN MODEL 

To dequeueate the packet Delivery process under the 
considered routing protocol, we embrace a three-tuple (i, j, 
k) to signify general transient state for coded packets of a 
coding gathering, where source S is conveying the jth (1 ≤ j 
≤ f) duplicate of the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ τ• x) coded packet of the 
gathering, and destination D has gotten k (0 ≤ k < x, k ≤ i) 
of τ • x coded packets. We promote use to (*, *, k) to 
indicate the transient express that S has officially wrapped 
up all duplicates of τ • x coded packets while D has just 
gotten k (0 ≤ k < x) particular coded packets of them. 
Assume that present transient state is (i, j, k), in light of this 
considered directing protocol we can see that one and only 
of the accompanying four transmission cases will happen in 
whenever space. 

• SR case: Source-to-hand-off transmission, i.e., S 
effectively conveys the jth duplicate of the ith coded 
packet to an unutilized hand-off node. As appeared 
in Figure 3(a), under the SR case, the state (i, j, k) 
can travel to any of its three neighboring states 
relying upon records i and j.  

• RD case: Relay-to-destination transmission, i.e., a 
helping-node effectively conveys another coded 
packet to D. As appeared in Figure 3(b), under the 
RD case, the state (i, j, k) can just travel to state (i, j, 
k + 1).  

• SR+RD case: Both source-to-hand-off transmission 
and hand-off to-destination transmission happen all 
the while. As appeared in Figure 3(c), under the SR 
+ RD case, the state (i, j, k) can travel to any 
condition of (i, j +1, k+1), (i+1, 1, k+1) and (∗, ∗, k + 
1).  

• SD case: Source-to-destination transmission, i.e., S 
effectively conveys another coded packet to D. As 
appeared in Figure 3(d), under the SD case, the state 
(i, j, k) can travel to any of states (i+1, 1, k+1), (i+2, 
1, k+1) and (∗, ∗, k+1), contingent upon records i and 
k. 

Notice that the source S dependably conveys out coded 
packet successively, along these queues a coded packet 
conveyed out before from its source S will be likely gotten 
ahead of schedule at its destination D. To rearrange the 
investigation, under the SD case we accept that for the 
transient state (i, j, k) with k < i < τ • x, S is conveying the 
ith coded packet yet short of what i unmistakable coded 
packets have been gotten by D. In this manner, under the 
SD case in Fig.4-3(d), the transient state (i, j, k) will 
dependably travel to the state (i + 1, 1, k + 1) when k < i < τ 
• x.  

In view of the transient states in Figure 3, the packet 
Delivery process under the considered routing protocol can 
be portrayed by a discrete time multi-dimensional Markov 
chain model appeared in Figure 4, where An indicates the 
engrossing state that destination D has gotten x particular 
coded packets of the predetermined coding bunch. 

As illustrated in Figure 4, we denote by τ the total 
number of transient states in the Markov chain model, then 
τ is determined as 
β = (2 τ x2 − x2 + 3x − 2) · f/2 + 1,    (4). 
 

 
Figure 3: The transition diagrams of the state (i, j, k), where 1 ≤ i ≤ 

_ · x, 
1 ≤ j ≤ f, and 0 ≤ k < x, k ≤ i. 
 

where all β transient states are organized into x segments. 
We number these transient states successively as 1, 2, 
3 , . . . , β, and number the engrossing state An as _ + 1, in a 
top-to-down and left-to-right way. Subsequently, the 
quantity of transient states ck in the kth section (0 ≤ k ≤ x − 
1) can be resolved as 
	 				

	
	. 1																																			 	 0								

1 																															 		1	 	 	1																						
 

 
For the lth transient state of the kth column in Figure 4, l 

∈ [1, ck], k ∈ [0, x − 1], the number of utilized relay nodes 
uh and the number of unutilized relay nodes uc can be 
determined as: 

When k = 0. 
1 
1 

 

 
Figure 4: Absorbing Markov chain for the considered routing algorithm. 

For simplicity, the transition back to each transition state itself is not 
shown. 

 

When k ∈ [1, x − 1] 

	
0									 	

						 									 		 	 														 

	
2													 	

						 2 									 		 	 														 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first validate our theoretical models on 
expected packet delivery delay and delay variance, and then 
apply these models to illustrate how system parameters will 
affect the delay performance. 

Figure 5: Delay Performance Vs Coding Group size x 

Figure 6: Delay Performance vs Packet Redundancy f 

Figure 7: Delay Performance vs Network Size n 

A. Traffic Pattern 

We now investigate how the packet Delivery delay 
execution (δ, E{t1}) of the considered routing protocol 
shifts with different parameters. With n = {100, 200, 300}, 
m = 16, τ = 2 and f = 3, we look at in Figure 5 how E{t1} 
and δ change with coding bunch size x. One can see from 
Figure 5 that as x expands, E{t1} monotonically increments 
while comparing δ monotonically diminishes. For instance, 
for the setting of n = 100, the E{t1} (resp. δ) at x = 3 is 
3317.71 (resp. 0.429), which is right around 0.61 (resp. 1.62) 
times that of x = 6. The outcomes in Figure 5 demonstrate 
through a legitimate control of coding gathering size x, an 
exchange off in the middle of E{t1} and δ can be 
introduced concurring distinctive delay (and difference) 
prerequisites of different applications.  

For the situations of n = {100, 200, 300}, m = 16, τ = 2 
and x = 3, Figure 6 dequeueates how E{t1} and δ fluctuate 
with packet excess f. It is anything but difficult to see from 
Figure 6 that for given situation, as f expands, the E{t1} 
(resp. δ) first decqueues and after that expansions, and there 
exists an ideal setting of f to accomplish the base E{t1} 
(resp. δ). For instance, for the case n = 100 in Figure 6, an 
insignificant E{t1} (resp. δ) of 3310.21 (resp. 0.384) is 
accomplished at f = 4 (resp. f = 6). An expansion in packet 
excess f has two-fold impacts on delay execution: on one 
hand, it builds the rate at which the destination gets a coded 
packet and along these queues diminishes packet delay; 
then again, it diminishes the velocity at which the source 
disseminates duplicates of a coded packet and in this 
manner expands packet delay. At the point when the main 
impact overwhelms the second one, E{t1} diminishes as f 
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increments; when the second impact rules the first, E{t1} 
increments as f further increments. 

At long last, for the given setting of m = {24, 32, 40}, τ = 
8, x = 3 and f = 3, we appear in Fig. 7 how E{t1} and δ 
change with system size n. One can see from Figure 7 that 
for a given setting of m, we can locate a most appropriate 
system size n∗ (and hence most reasonable normal node 
thickness n/m2) to accomplish the base E{t1} (resp. δ). For 
instance, for the setting of m = 24, 32 and 40, the most 
appropriate system size is 100, 150 and 250 (resp. 150, 200 
and 200) for a base E{t1} (resp. δ). Really, an expansion in 
system size n has two-fold impacts on postponement 
execution: on one hand, it expands the rate at which a coded 
packet is conveyed and accordingly diminishes packet 
delay; then again, it diminishes the rate at which the 
destination gets a coded packet because of the negative 
impacts of obstruction and medium dispute issues and in 
this manner builds packet delay. At the point when the 
system is scanty, the main impact rules the second one, and 
in this manner E{t1} diminishes as n increments; when the 
system clients turn out to be generally thickly circulated, 
the second impact commands the first, and in this way E{t1} 
increments as n further increments. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

To think about the postponement execution in MANETs, 
this part receives a general directing protocol by joining 
deletion coding and packet excess methods. Hypothetical 
models were further created to uncover the postponement 
execution under the considered directing protocol. 
Exploratory results show an adaptable exchange off 
between expected Delivery defer and postpone fluctuation 
can be gotten through a legitimate setting of coding 
gathering size x, replication variable τ and packet excess f. 
It is normal that the delay execution study can encourage 
different applications with various prerequisites on 
postponement and delay change in future MANETs. 
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